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1 - CONTEXT ANALYSIS
the Solent region with Portsmouth, Langstone 
and Chichester Harbours has a coastline at 
high risk of inundation that is roughly 227km 
long. 
Anders Levermann - one of the lead authors of the IPCC AR5 sea 
level chapter
“In the latest assessment report of the IPCC we did not 
provide such an upper limit, but we allow the creative reader 
to construct it. ......... 
However, the report notes that should sectors of the marine-
based ice sheets of Antarctic collapse, sea level could rise 
by an additional several tenths of a meter during the 21st 
century. 
Thus, looking at the upper value of the likely range, you end 
up with an estimate for the upper limit between 1.2 meters 
and, say, 1.5 meters. That is the upper limit of global mean 
sea-level that coastal protection might need for the coming 
century.”    describes the findings here:
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Chichester, Langstone and Portsmouth harbours
The Portsmouth and Langstone 
harbours have mudflats and 
intertidal zones recognised as 
having special national and 
European value. They provide 
unique breeding habitats for a 
variety of species along with 
migratory birds.  
They are designated: 
•   SSSI’s - a Site of Special Scientific Interest (a UK conservation legislative 
designation); 
•   SAC -a Special Area of Conservation (the EU’s Habitats Directive [92/43/EEC]); 
•   SPA - a Special Protection Area (the EU’s Directive for the conservation of birds) 
•   RAMSAR sites (The Ramsar Convention is an intergovernmental treaty)
These designations are not exclusive to Portsmouth and Langstone harbour, but 
continue east to include all of Chichester harbour and extend to Pagham harbour further 
to the east. Projected climate induced rises in sea levels will impact upon these areas 
and as they become inundated the intertidal zones will reduce in area. How these areas 
might best be maintained and conserved against inundation in the long term is an issue. 
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ESCP (The East Solent Coastal 
Partnership) is a partnership of 
South Hampshire local authorities 
that has been formed as a regional 
response to potential coastal 
inundation arising from climate 
change. 
ESCP are a consortium of 
•    Fareham, 
•    Gosport and
•    Havant borough councils and;
•    City of Portsmouth.  
Within the remit of their area, 
ESCP have begun the process of 
developing their regional analysis, 
surveying and coastal strategy 
propositioning for addressing local 
climate change induced rises in 
sea level, and their programme has 
advanced in many areas.  
The ESCP remit covers a 
coastline of 162km (fig 8) that is 
currentlymanaged & maintained 
by:
 
•    The Environment Agency.
•    English Heritage
•    Fareham Council
•    Gosport Council
•    Hampshire County council  
     highways
•    Havant Borough Council
•    Hampshire County Council
•    Highways Agency
•    MOD
•    Portsmouth City Council
•    Southern Water and
•    Many private land owners.
To date the ESCP strategy is 
focused on providing defence along the extensive 
existing coastline.
Because Chichester and Pagham harbours lie in 
West Sussex these areas, having an additional 
coastline of approx. 65.5km, are outside the remit 
of ESCP..  
This is despite the apparent contiguity of the body 
of water, the topography, geology and ecology. 
Equally the ESCP administrative coastal water 
management authority does not extend to include 
Southampton water to the west.
Administrative segregation unduly constrains 
strategic potential which might otherwise arise for 
effective and efficient responses. 
Portsmouth, Langstone & Chichester Harbours aerial view from the west  
with extent of 227km coastline shown RED
The rise in sea level due to climate change 
is anticipated to inundate human habitation, 
coastal land and the mud flats in and 
around all the Solent, and its harbours, and 
necessitate, on current scopings, sea defences 
along 227km of coastline.  
If protection against coastal inundation is 
positioned along the existing coastline and 
addressed by hard walls or dykes this will have 
many adverse consequences. The benfits of 
this approach are therefore limited.
More surface area of the mud flats, both the 
lower and higher level intertidal zones, will be 
lost to inundation and suffer destruction, whilst 
the amenity and recreational value of much of 
the coastline will in addition be damaged. 
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Proposed barriers: estimated length + indicative types 
For type reference - e.g. (A) ref. adjacent figure showing types of storm surge barriers
KEY
1.  Chichester harbour -Flap gates
      Clear opening of harbour mouth circa 1,420m
2.  Langstone harbour - Sluices + flap gate (A & G). 
      Clear opening of harbour mouth circa 275m
3.  Tipner Lake - Sluice + double barge gates (A + H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 105m
4.  Wicor Lake - Sluices + double barge gates (A + H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 460m
5.  Forton Lake - double barge gates (H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 165m
6.  Haslar Lake - double barge gates (H)
      Clear opening of harbour mouth 175m
ref. Storm surge barrier: overview and design considerations. Leslie F. Mooyaart, Sebastiaan N. Jonk-
man,  Peter A.L. de Vries , A. van der Toorn , M.van Ledden in Coastal engineering 2014
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close during both storm surges and extreme tides3,4. Finally the size of the movable section has to be 
large enough to distinguish it from a closure dam (e.g. Brouwersdam, Netherlands) or a guard lock 
(e.g. Keersluis Keizersveer, Netherlands). Therefore, for this study only barriers with a total length 
spanning over 25 meters have been selected.  For locks a span of 24 meters is seen as the maximum 
economical span for mitre gates (Glerum et al., 2000). As generally structures with mitre gates are not 
considered to be storm surge barriers this is a legitimate criterion.  
Definitions of length and width 
A storm surge barrier consists of three types of sections: a gated section, a dam section similar to a 
closure dam and in some cases a lock. The gated section consists of the hydraulic gates and the 
structures required to operate these gates.  
The main dimensions used in this study are defined here. The length of the barrier is the distance 
along the axis of the barrier reaching from bank to bank. The length of the opening is the same as the 
span of the gates. The total of all the spans of a barrier is called the cumulative span of the gates or the 
total span. In this study the width of the lock is the same as the span of its gates. Although the length of 
the lock is not investigated in this study, it is mentioned that it is perpendicular to the axis of the 
barrier. All these dimensions are presented in a schematic top view of an imaginary storm surge barrier 
with dam sections, a lock and two hydraulic gates in figure 1.   
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Figure 1: Basic top view of a storm surge barrier 
Categorization of hydraulic gate types 
The hydraulic gate types are categorized by their degree of freedom, both direction of motion or 
rotation. At the studied storm surge barriers the following gate types are found; 
 
Pictogram (Dijk et al., 2010) Description 
Front view 
Vertical lift gates are lifted vertically from the sill to open. Lifting can 
be done using a tower with overhead cables, sheaves and bull 
wheels to support the gate during its operation [0]. 
                                                          
 
3 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostesperrwerk, assessed at 18/08/2014 
4 http://www.nlwkn.niedersachsen.de/hochwasser_kuestenschutz/landeseigene_anlagen/sperrwerke, 
assessed at 18/08/2014   
A. Vertical lift gates are lifted vertically from the sill to open. Lifting can be done 
using a tower with overhead cables, sheaves and bull wheels to support the gate 
during its operation (O).
B. Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates are lifted verti-
cally to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed position the gate lies under wa-
ter (for a large part). To allow maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water.
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Cross-section 
Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate li s under wat r (for a larg  part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 
Cross-section 
The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through t e bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  
Cross-section 
Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 
Top view 
A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 
Cross-section 
An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 
Cross-section 
Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  
Top view 
A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.
Top view 
Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 
Existing structures and structures under construction 
For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  
 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 
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Cross-section 
Vertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 
Cross-section 
The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through t e bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  
Cross-section 
Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary segment gate contrasts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. Operation of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 
Top view 
A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A 
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 
Cross-section 
An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 
Cross-section 
Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  
Top view 
A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.
Top view 
Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 
Existing structures and structures under construction 
For this study 14 existing stor  surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order belo :  
 
  ollandsche IJssel ( ri pen aan de IJssel, The etherlands, 1958) 
  e  Bedford ( e  Bedford, assachusetts, S , 1966) 
  Sta ford (Sta ford, Connecticut, S , 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, er any, 1973) 
  ull ( ull, nited ingdo , 1980) 
 Tha es (London, nited ingdo , 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt ( eeltje Jans, The etherlands , 1986) 
C. T e segm nt g te rotates around a horizontal axis, which pa s s through the 
bearing center (Erbi ti, 2004). In closed position the segment gate rests on the sill 
and in open po ition it is lift d. Other names for this gate type are radial or tainter 
gates.
' '
D. Simil t t gate the rotary segment gate h s a horizontal axis. It lies in 
a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The rotary segment gate con-
trasts the normal segment gate as it is possible to sail over the gate in this position. 
Operation of the gate is ac ieved by the rotation through pproximately 900 thus 
raising the gate to th  ‘defense’ position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate posi-
tions it ready for inspection or mainte a ce (Tappin, 1984)
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tion structure o  the rive  bed; in on-operational co dition the doors are stored in 
special docks constructed in the river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989).
F. An inflatable gate i  basically a sealed tube made of a flexible material, such as 
synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is anchored to the sill and walls by 
me ns of chor bolts and an airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is 
inflated with air, water , or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996).
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ross-section 
ertical rising gates lie beneath the sill in open position. he gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. oth in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under ater (for a large part). o allo  
aintenance it is possible to lift the gate above ater. 
ross-section 
he seg ent gate rotates around a horizontal axis, hich passes 
through t e bearing center ( rbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
seg ent gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. ther 
na es for this gate ype are radial o tainter gates.  
ross-section 
i ilar to a seg ent gate the rotary seg ent gate has a horizontal 
axi . It lies in a rec ss in the concr te sill in the bed of the river. he 
rotary seg ent gate contrasts the nor al seg ent gate as it is 
possible to sail over the gate in this position. peration of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approxi ately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position.  further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or aintenance ( appin, 1984) 
op vie  
 sector gate cons sts of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel fra e to the sides ( rssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around t o vertical axes.  
floating sector is si ilar to a nor al sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks hile during operation the doors ill rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
ondition the doo s ar  stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks ( erssens et al. 1989). 
ross-section 
n inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube ade of a flexible 
aterial, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or la inated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and alls by eans of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and atertight cla ping syste . he gate is inflated ith air, 
ater, or a co bination of the t o ( ehgal, 1996). 
ross-section 
Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill ( rbisti, 2004). t enice the gates are 
operated by filling or e ptying the  ith air.  
Top vie  
 barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a ater ay, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close.  barge gate ay be buoyant or 
equipped ith gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012).  barge gate can also be called a s ing 
gate.
Top vie  
olling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the ater ay. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. tor  
surge barrier designs ith rolling gates { aeslant-alternative 
( ijks aterstaat) plan for barrier at a burg ( ass, 1986)} are 
equipped ith gated openings in the gate itself to li it the load 
during the closure. 
i ti  tr t r   tr t r  r tr ti  
r t is st   e isti  st r  s r e arriers a  e er c str cti  are i esti ate , t e  
are liste  i  c r l ical r er el :  
 
  lla sc e IJssel ( ri e  aa  e IJssel, e et erla s, ) 
  e  e f r  ( e  e f r , Massac setts, , ) 
  ta f r  ( ta f r , ectic t, , ) 
  i er ( i , er a , ) 
  ll ( ll, ite  i , ) 
 a es ( , ite  i , ) 
 aster  c el t ( eeltje Ja s, e et erla s , ) 
G. Flap gat s consist of a straight or curved retaining surf ce, pivoted on a fixed 
axis at th  sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are operated by filling or emptying 
them with air.
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Cross-section 
Vertic l ri i  tes lie eneath the sill in open position. The gates 
are lifted vertically to close the barrier. Both in open and in closed 
position the gate lies under water (for a large part). To allow 
maintenance it is possible to lift the gate above water. 
Cross-section 
The segment gate rotates around a horizontal axis, which passes 
through the bearing center (Erbisti, 2004). In closed position the 
segment gate rests on the sill and in open position it is lifted. Other 
names for this gate type are radial or tainter gates.  
Cross-section 
Similar to a segment gate the rotary segment gate has a horizontal 
axis. It lies in a recess in the concrete sill in the bed of the river. The 
rotary seg ent gate contr sts the normal segment gate as it is 
possible to sail ov r the gat  in this positi n. Operati n of the gate is 
achieved by the rotation through approximately 900 thus raising the 
gate to the 'defense' position. A further 900 of rotation of the gate 
positions it ready for inspection or maintenance (Tappin, 1984) 
Top view 
A sector gate consists of a double gate, each gate being a quarter 
circle transferring forces through a steel frame to the sides (Kerssens 
et al., 1989); It operates by rotating around two vertical axes. A
floating sector is similar to a normal sector gate, but in floating 
position the gates can turn around spherical hinges on the 
riverbanks while during operation the doors will rest on a specially 
prepared foundation structure on the river bed; in non-operational 
condition the doors are stored in special docks constructed in the 
river banks (Kerssens et al. 1989). 
Cross-section 
An inflatable gate is basically a sealed tube made of a flexible 
material, such as synthetic fiber, rubber, or laminated plastic. It is 
anchored to the sill and walls by means of anchor bolts and an 
airtight and watertight clamping system. The gate is inflated with air, 
water, or a combination of the two (Sehgal, 1996). 
Cross-section 
Flap gates consist of a straight or curved retaining surface, pivoted 
on a fixed axis at the sill (Erbisti, 2004). At Venice the gates are 
operated by filling or emptying them with air.  
Top view 
A barge gate is a caisson stored on one side of a waterway, pivoting 
around a vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or 
equipped with gated openings to reduce hinge and operating forces 
(van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can also be called a swing 
gate.
Top view 
Rolling gates are closure panels stored adjacent to the waterway. 
They are rolled into position in anticipation of a flood event. Storm 
surge barrier designs with rolling gates {Maeslant-alternative 
(Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 1986)} are 
equipped with gated openings in the gate itself to limit the load 
during the closure. 
Existing structures and structures under construction 
For this study 14 existing storm surge barriers and one under construction are investigated, they 
are listed in chronological order below:  
 
  Hollandsche IJssel (Krimpen aan de IJssel, The Netherlands, 1958) 
  New Bedford (New Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, 1966) 
  Stamford (Stamford, Connecticut, USA, 1969) 
  Eider (Tönning, Germany, 1973) 
  Hull (Hull, United Kingdom, 1980) 
 Thames (London, United Kingdom, 1982) 
 Eastern Scheldt (Neeltje Jans, The Netherlands , 1986) 
H. A barge g t  i   i s n stored on one sid  of a waterway , pivoting around a 
vertical axis to close. A barge gate may be buoyant or equipped with gated openings 
to reduce hinge and operating fo c s (van Ledden et al., 2012). A barge gate can 
also b  called a swing gate.
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I. Rolling gates are cl sure panels s ored adjacent t  the waterway. They are rolled 
into position in anticipation of a fl od event. Storm urge ba rier designs with rolling 
gates {Maeslant-alternative (Rijkswaterstaat) plan for barrier at Hamburg (Sass, 
1986)} are equ pped with gated openings in the ga e itself o limit the load  during 
the closure.
Types of storm surge barrier      Pictogram          Description   (Dijk et al., 2010)  
Plan of the Oosterscheldekering 
barrier, 
combines islands sluice gates, sea 
locks, harbours and roadway.
The Thames barrier completed in 1984.
protects London and provides shipping acc ss. It is the lar est UK storm surge barrier.  
The concept of the rotating gates was d vised by (Reginald) Charles Draper
The Eider storm surge barrage completed 1973, 
with radial gates, provides a bypass dock. It is Germany’s largest coastal protection structure, 
The line of dykes in the Eider region was shortened from 60 km to 4.8 km as a result.
Better water management might be offered if 
intelligent sea defence barriers, (total estimated 
length 2.6km long) are constructed across the 
entrances to the harbours.  
These could be constructed to protect against both 
anticipated increases in sea level due to climate 
change. It is projected that this would reduce the line 
of coastal defence by approximately 75km (1/3rd), 
represents an efficiency that contributes ffectively 
to ensuring potential mitigation strategies for the 
harbours. 
Barriers can also be designed to ensure the free 
passage of recreational leisure craft and other 
vessels, and obviate the need to restrict access to the 
waterfront.
This proposal therefore calls for a new solution to be 
found to address tidal surge and the climate change 
risk of rising sea levels.. That this be located at the 
mouths of Chichester and Langstone harbours, (were 
there is high wave energy) and elsewhere on low 
wave energy frontages. 
By evaluation of the innovative completed examples 
world wide the viability of this proposed infrastructure 
solution maybe better understood. Although of a 
larger scale and in more complex environments, 
such examples illustrate how careful consideration 
to briefing of an appropriate engineering solution 
can deliver robust, innovative and functional design 
solutions capable of addressing specific contexts 
Although there are a range of existing barrier 
typologies, no two need be or are the same..
But what this analysis may suggest is that a long 
life, fast response, high frequency integrated system 
deploying a range of mobile barriers across the main 
Solent harbour mouths, as illustrated,  maybe more 
appropriate and resilient for the future.
These would be small relative to existing precedents 
and capable of being adapted from existing 
technologies. 
Towns such as Emsworth historically used mill ponds 
to generate power. La Rance barrier located south of 
Portsmouth on the north French coast near St Malo is 
specifically designed as a tidal power station. 
Since Sept. 2015 the Dutch Oosterscheldekering 
barrier has been installed with1.2MW tidal power 
generation and the considerable potential for tidal 
power generation from any Solent barriers might also 
be explored further.
As of September 2015, five tidal 
turbines with a total capacity of 
1.2 MW. have been installed in 
the Oosterscheldekering barrier, 
the largest tidal energy project in 
the Netherlands and the largest 
tidal array in the world.
This proposition significantly 
reduces the overall line of 
coastal defence, by approx. 
75km, to deliver a future 
solution that can generate 
energy and be sustainably 
managed 
 FOR DESCRIPTIONS REFER THE DETAIL REPORT: - 
by Walter Menteth www.portsmouthisland.uk/coastal-resilience.html
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Venice (not to same scale)
Portsmouth is a truly unique Island City. It is one of only two similar island 
cities in Europe which, like Venice, is founded on maritime power.  Yet this 
distinct legacy is relatively under recognised. 
With roughly 12% of Portsmouth’s economy now derived from tourism (2014) 
it is an imperative that the city continues to maintain, and nurture forward 
its most valuable assets and amenities, so that for example the Southsea 
frontage in particular remains one of the UK’s premier sea fronts - into the 
future. 
But the City is at risk from coastal coastal flooding. In response designs were 
developed in 2016. by the Eastern Solent Coastal Partnership and Portsmouth 
City Council and these and an alternative are discussed in this exhibition. 
1 year return period
5 year return period
10 year return period
50 year return period
100 year return period
200 year return period
KEY
Portsmouth - 100 year prediction 
(ESCP) showing probability of areas 
at risk of coastal inundation
THE CITY IS NOW AT RISK FROM: 
1. Aging sea defence structures 
2. Climate change induced sea level 
rises
Extent of flood cell 1 on the Southsea frontage
Southsea has one of the UK’s premier and most unique urban seafronts,
that could be enhanced by more sustainable and resilient planning
The sea defence strategies of Portsmouth City Council and Eastern 
Solent Coastal Partnerships (ESCP) are based on a policy of: 
‘Holding The Line’. 
Government funding has been allocated on the basis of saving:
Lives and Property. 
The funding is not granted on the basis of other ‘social values’, 
including benefi ts or dis-benefi ts to the population, amenity or 
economy. 
When considering the 
future, realising the 
overall value of the 
beach, the frontage 
and common should 
be foremost.
Portsmouth map
The city’s environment and economy has always been shaped by people and 
their relationship to the sea, and it is this treasured relationship that should be 
enhanced.
In 2016 Government had allocated Portsmouth around £86m for sea defence 
works along roughly 4.5km of Southsea’s frontage, in flood cell 1
A main contractor for the works, Balfour Beatty, had been appointed. Design 
consultants are scheduled to be appointed in late July 2017, for the further 
design stages prior to submission of a full planning application later that year. 
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& looking west showing the proposed new sea wallClarence Esplanade montage looking east showing the proposed new sea wall
In the C20th many of the UK’s fi nest cities were destroyed by roads 
now considered a liability.  Are we in danger of doing something 
similar to our coastline? 
Southsea Common is inseparably part of the sea front 
and should be considered conjunctively
THE CURRENT SOUTHSEA FRONT PROPOSAL
when viewed from the land-side this wall section rises 3.1m to the 
rear and provides an abrupt barrier to access and views for all. 
The width of the residual beach would also diminish signifi cantly 
and be entirely lost by 2100
2 - 2016 PROPOSALS
The ESCP proposal was preconditioned by 
retention of the existing roads & parking
The proposed Clarence esplanade sea front closely follows the 
Cleveleys example. (Image ESCP public consultation)
The new Cleveleys frontage & promenade (north of Blackpool), is cited 
by ESCP as a coastal design exemplar
The impact of the designed height of 
the ESCP’s proposed sea wall in various 
locations was been surveyed. Its impact 
on Clarence esplanade is shown below. . 
Research indicates this abrupt vertical 
barrier will have signifi cant adverse 
impacts on the foreshore amenity,  
tourism, the economy and existing 
assets, whether or not access stairs and 
ramps are provided at intervals. 
The ESCP design proposals presented 
in the public consultations cited 
the recent works completed to the 
frontage at Cleveleys, which lies just 
north of Blackpool, as an example. The 
ESCP design for a concrete terraced 
revetment with curvature is illustrated in 
the artist impression. 
This costly concrete extrusion over the 
beach continues the length of flood 
cell 1, to varying heights. Its design 
frequently appears preconditioned 
by retention of existing roads & 
miscellaneous moveable elements, 
rather than re-considering them.
For children, the elderly or any age, 
descending such revetments is more 
hazardous than descending a beach
Existing Section - High tide +1.97m Existing Section - 1:200 Flood (2100) +3.92mExisting Section - Low tide -1.93m
Alternative  Section- High tide +1.97m Alternative Section - 1:200 Flood (2100) +3.92mALTERNATIVE Section - Low tide -1.93m
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Existing frontage
ESCP frontage proposal
Managed coastal realignment - an alternative
working in three 
teams over 
three days to 
exploring different 
scenarios....
addressing the problem...
Indira van‘t 
Klooster
Senior project manager 
Architectuur Lokaal
Cilly Jansen
Director Architectuur Lokaal
Walter Menteth
Director Project Compass, 
Walter Menteth Architects 
+ Portsmouth Architecture 
school
Francis Graves
Senior lecturer Portsmouth 
Architecture school
organised by:
& funded by:
Julia Barfield
Founding Director Marks 
Barfi eld Architects.
London Eye,
1360 Brighton, Kew 
Gardens Tree walk
Frank de Graaf
Royal Haskoning DHV
Urban Waterfront 
Planner, North 
Portsea Coastal 
defences, working 
with ESCP
Nick Clarke
Director of Ports and 
Marine at Ramboll
Engineer, West 
Bay Dorset, 
with works in 
Portsmouth
Sophie Thompson
Director LDA Design
Landscape 
architect 
Blackpool, 
with works in 
Portsmouth
Matthijs Bouw
Director One Architecture
New York’s sea 
defences post 
hurricane Sandy 
‘The Big U’- & Dutch 
water designer
Martin Knuijt
Director OKRA
Landscape architect 
Katwijk, Cadzand-
Bad, Berlin, Athens 
& Dutch water 
designer
Alexander Lee
Royal Haskoning DHV
Engineer. Team 
leader Rivers, 
Deltas and 
Coasts
7 Eminent international architects, landscape architects, engineers & planners having expertise in the fi eld of 
coastal design came to Portsmouth to mentor this innovative design research competition process.
supported by...
Zane Gunton
ESCP
Engineer, Portsea 
Coastal defences
Deniz Beck
Director Deniz Beck 
Architects
Hot Walls, 
Spitbank Fort
Inge HoekstraMarit NoestAfke Laarakker Judit JanzenRamon Scharff Stein van BrunschotRobert Jongerius Stef BogaerdsMiguel Kerkstra
Fabrizio MatillanaMarion Preez Richard Harrison Colom O’Connor Howard Clapp Kirsty Baker Jeremy LittlejohnGeorgina Hodsman
Alex Paul Matt Tear Saroj Tamang Adam Ellwood Paul Srienz Craig WheelerRussell Gould Anna Berkman Lucinda  Colegate Mat Golds
with 10 masters students from Portsmouth School of Architecture
17 early career architects, landscape, engineers & planners, selected by international competition to work beside the 
mentors on researching design solutions for Portsmouth’s sea defences.
a programme report, with design research outputs, is at: 
www.portsmouthisland.uk/the-portsmouth-elephant-cage.html
THE PORTSMOUTH ELEPHANT CAGE- THE SOUTHSEA FRONT PROPOSALS WERE ANALYZED & INVESTIGATED IN A COMPETITIVE INTERNATIONAL DESIGN RESEARCH PROGRAMME (NOV. 2016 & MARCH 2017)
This alternative Managed Coastal Re-
alignment is considered in the adjacent 
digrams This is entirely feasible given the 
width of Southsea common and offers 
landscape improvement opportunities.
In this version, a multifunctional, 
unbreachable, resilient and adaptable dike 
is built further back from the coast and 
road. Landscaping is gently graded over 
this dike down to a fully enhanced and 
retained beach. 
Three lines of defence are provided. 
The beach allows wave energy to be 
dissipated safely on its gentle incline, as 
a fi rst line of defence. Dunes or landscape 
graded up to the dike provide a secondary 
defence line, with the dike provides the 
fi nal defence line. 
Frontage promenades may be provided 
along the beach and on the crest of 
the dike. The environment, ecology 
and amenity can be enhanced, with 
seasonal/transient activity located on 
the beach side of the dike.  
From land-side there is threshold and 
barrier free access for all ages and by 
2100 there is still a beach. The dike 
is more readily adaptable as it can be 
easily raised in future, if needed.  
This opportunity exists if the existing 
road, parking and promenade is 
reconsidered, as it might be in any city 
concerned about a sustainable future,  
and there is an appropriate mixed 
strategic sea defence approach along 
the frontage. 
Proposed sea wall section at maximum height 
The research seriously questions the economic, environmental and ecological impacts of the proposals
THE CURRENT PROPOSAL IN CONTEXT
 RESEARCH PROGRAMME
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This alternative plan for Southsea  
common responds to known 
imperatives, with a vision for a long term 
solution proposing much wider value 
and benefi ts. 
It adopts a mixed strategic approach, 
integrating future sea defences, 
economic, developmental, social, 
cultural and environmental priorities. 
The sea defences ‘Hold the Line’ around 
Southsea Castle, around Nelsons 
redoubt, Clarence pier is developed as a 
groyne, but elsewhere there is managed 
coastal realignment. 
This strategy is considered better 
capable of maintaining amenity, 
securing the assets and attracting 
inward investment; sustainably into the 
future and within a phased development 
programme.
This offers a beach front having 
unimpeded access across a new 
naturalised landscape, where it adopts a 
sea defence approach similar Katwijk. 
Locations for new facilities are also 
identifi ed  with potential to deliver 
growth for the city’s tourist economy, 
environmental and ecological 
improvements, better connectivity with 
the sea along with a coastal defence 
strategy that is adaptable and capable 
of meeting a 1:4000 year incidence of 
sea flooding. As there is a low degree 
of confi dence in current estimates of 
acceleration in sea level rise, contingent 
adaptability is important.
SOUTHSEA COMMON AN ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL 
Ravelin Wall 
+ moat
Southsea Castle 
+ battlements
line of dike below landscaped topography
Cla
ren
ce
 Pi
er 
red
eve
lop
me
nt car park below ground
conference centre 
below ground
line of coa
stal defenc
es
defence li
ne  backe
d by linea
r water cis
tern
Lido facilities 
for Ravelin Moat
New swimming 
pool
New culture 
facility
D Day 
museum
coastal defe
nce strategy
extent of adopted original ESCP 
extent of adopted original ESCP
 coastal defence strategy 
Coastal defence strategy:
•  A new dike links together, and re-purposes, the 
Ravelin Wall and Southsea Castle battlements
•  East of the Castle another new dike is backed by a 
water cistern relieving drainage capacity in the ‘Great 
Morass’, joining hard defences to the east
•  New dikes are buried under a naturalised landscape 
offering unimpeded beach access.
•  To reduce the impact from cars, underground 
parking is provided behind the dike, and this generates 
revenue. 
Augmenting the city economy:
•  A lido is provided in the Ravelin Long Moat
•  Clarence pier is redeveloped to provide a sea groyne 
to reduce long-shore drift & create sheltered coves to 
either side.
•  The Pyramids facilities are relocated discretely in the 
D-Day museum car park, in a better Castle quarter. 
•  An underground conference centre is proposed in 
close proximity to the hotels.
The alternative vision
“The genius of this 
sophisticated solution is that it 
is hardly noticeable.”
Schematic beach profi le of the sea defence structure
8 8
6
4 P Boulevard
??? ?????
D???
????????
t 42: di???????????o? NAP + 8 m
?????????????????
k??????????
220m overall
Dike in the Dune on NAP +8m
P =parking garage
Cut away view showing how different functions are integrated
As part of the Elephant Cage research 
a particularly informative sea defence 
exemplar on the Dutch coastline was 
visited that delivered a unique managed 
coastal realignment scheme. 
In this recently completed project at 
the town of Katwijk the new defences 
are seamlessly integrated with the 
landscape. The design  delivers an 
enviable beach, coastal landscape and 
parking capacity for the town and beach 
users and an ecologically rich coastal 
habitat. 
In conjunction with the beach, providing 
a fi rst line of defence, backing dunes 
provide the second line of defence and a 
dike the third defence line. 
The design provides a 100m wide 
strand with a further 120m of dunes, 
a dike and behind this an underground 
parking facility (total overall frontage 
depth = 220m).  
This provides sea defence for a 1:4000 
year flood risk, and signifi cantly higher 
than is proposed in Portsmouth. 
The underground garage is 0.5km long 
and provides 663 parking spaces behind 
the new 0.9 km long dike. 
The genius of this sophisticated 
solution is that it is hardly noticeable. 
The sea, beach, naturalised coastal 
landscape and town predominate. 
Katwijk illustrates how infrastructure 
investment has effi ciently and 
effectively maximised benefi t. But it 
is in so many ways quite opposite to 
what is currently being proposed for 
Portsmouth. 
“massive tourism potential has been delivered 
with the best and the most enduringly popular 
characteristics of the coast, in an extremely 
robust and environmentally friendly way”
CASE STUDY: KATWIJK, NL
The Southsea common 
proposal. Key plan, 
Red line identifi es the 
study area and the new 
Clarence pier
Key Plan. Southsea Common Strategy Proposal
3 - ALTERNATIVE (2017)
“A strategic approach offering 
adaptability and resilience”
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Jubilee Pool 
Penzance. 1935. 
Tiered changing 
cubicles provide a sea 
defence wall
Kastrup Sobad lido, 
Copenhagen. 2005. 
Ravelin Wall 
+ moat
line of dike
Lido facilities 
for Ravelin Moat
Key plan. Location of new Ravelin 
Moat Lido
CLARENCE PIER REDEVELOPMENT
Higher density redevelopment over 
the full width of the existing Clarence 
Pier site (however fragmented) is likely. 
It can be seen how this would have 
signifi cant impact on views from the 
Southsea frontage, effectively creating a 
wall, between the city and the sea 
The heavy black line in the diagram 
shows its effective length.
Rotating the site area 90 degrees 
signifi cantly reduces the impact on 
views from the Southsea frontage. 
A land-swap permitting redevelopment 
to the south and adjacent to the existing 
site would mitigate programme impacts 
on any coastal defence works, enabling 
redevelopment of Clarence Pier to 
progress and contribute more to the 
wider benefi t at an earlier stage. 
Elevation diagram. The volume 
currently distributed at ground 
level could effectively be raised 
allowing the sites development 
density to be increased.
Distinguished isolated built forms, like 
light houses and sea side piers, are 
traditional landmarks of the British 
coastline. On Clarence Pier such 
distinction might best be achieved by 
coalescing the programmes of the 
disparate functions on site into a single 
entity, and raising the height of the form. 
This would also sustain way fi nding, 
making the site more readily apparent 
from within Portsmouth city centre, 
whilst effectively raising the sites 
development density.
Different functions distributed over 
the height could provide a range of 
new facilities.  Located within the pier 
structure itself ‘black box’ activities 
such as building service functions, 
exhibitions, multiplex cinemas, clubs, 
further parking or the relocated 
Indicative form and massing 
proposal for Clarence Pier ©R. 
Gould
Conceptual view from the 
public roof top on the proposed 
Clarence Pier.©R. Gould
Clarence Pier montage of the 
site areas re-envisaged as a 
traditional sea side pier
1 3
2
1 3
2
KEY
1  The Solent
2  Existing Clarence Pier site boundary 
3  Southsea Common 
A, B + C  View points on the existing 
    urban frontage towards Clarence Pier.
Rotating the site area 90 degrees signifi cantly 
reduces impact on views from Southsea frontage
Redevelopment of the existing
Alternative redevelopment strategy
Sea views from the Clarence Pier site 
(Red line) are limited on redevelopment, 
with one long side land-facing (Line 
shown - black). This reduces the site 
value. 
The numerous long lease holdings on 
Clarence Pier may also have adverse 
impact on implementing the programme 
for the proposed coastal defence works. 
This also unlocks the opportunity to 
gain value from longer frontages having 
better sea views (Line shown - RED) 
with only the shortest side facing the 
land. (Line shown - BLACK). 
The new site lies on an axis with the 
nexus of Western Parade, Castle Road 
and Kent Road, and by projecting the 
site modestly forward into the Solent, 
a groyne is  created on the frontage, 
contributing towards natural beach 
deposition and recharging either side. 
Key Plan. Redevelopment on Clarence Pier 
Key Plan. The same Clarence Pier land area at 90o as re-
envisaged in the alternative scenario
Form and Massing
aquarium might then be 
included. 
With free public access on 
both the pier and at roof 
level thrilling and distinctive 
new opportunities for 
Portsmouth would be 
opened up.
RAVELIN MOAT LIDO
A public Lido for bathing is proposed in 
the Ravelin Moat. 
Constructed with facilities at the 
junction knuckled between the new 
dike with the Ravelin Wall, in the north 
east, this would continue the primary 
sea defence line, whilst providing 
opportunity to sensitively mask the new 
construction to the existing Ravelin 
wall.  Poolside decking, access and 
piers would float on pontoons within 
the moat.
UK lido structures already contribute to 
providing sea defences, with other new 
successful low cost lidos elsewhere. 
Concept view. Proposed Ravelin Moat Lido. ©R. Gould 
With improvements and repairs to 
the sea water sluice, for capture and 
recharging the moat provides an 
exceptional opportunity to readily 
provide a sun drenched sea side lido 
within this historic setting, furthering 
the visitor experience.. 
1
1
1
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car park below ground
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Southsea common 
roads
Southsea common 
surface parking 
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1  Underground parking         
     access 
2  Transport terminus
3  Hotel + Conference centre     
     route for drop off
4   Beach-vehicle service access
5   Entrance to Conference 
     Centre
The proposed vehicular strategy
with underground garaging, the removal of Clarence 
Esplanade and the rearrangement of the road network 
there is a net gain of usable public space
A 3.16 hectares, 0.96 km long 
underground garage is concealed 
underground below the common and 
behind the new dike, with an estimated 
1,270 parking capacity. 
New transport access, parking & 
servicing is in proximity to all facilities 
including: Clarence Pier, The conference 
centre, the relocated Hoverport & the 
beach front. 
A public transport terminal & drop 
off route connect directly with the 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT, PARKING AND DROP OFF
underground garage. 
Service vehicles are permitted access 
over shared surfaces to the beach. 
Some surface parking could, where 
indicated, be retained.  
The proposal removes part of Clarence 
Esplanade, Pier Road, and Long Curtain 
road and when accounted along with 
the rearrangement of the road network, 
there is a net gain in usable public 
space.
LANDSCAPE STRATEGY
The line of the new sea defence 
structure allows a more naturally graded 
coastline, offering an improved beach 
frontage with additional long term 
economic, social and environmental 
benefi ts conserving and enhance 
historic assets. 
Existing tree lined avenues are 
consolidated with new extensions to 
the tree lined avenues of the Ladies Mile 
and Western Parade. 
Adjacent to the Queens Hotel, on entry 
from the town to the north, and at Castle 
Road new gateway space are formed at 
key entry points to the Common.
It is to be anticipated this alternative 
might be seen to deliver greater long 
term benefi ts. 
A full comparative economic 
assessment of this alternative scheme 
might be commissioned.
Buildings
Southsea common 
roads
Southsea common 
car parking
Southsea common 
promenades
Southsea common 
recreation space
Enclosed spaces
Ravelin moat
KEY
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Key plan. New vistas, axis and views on 
Southsea common
NEW VISTAS AND AXIS
New vistas, and views are opened up 
to enhance orientation from within 
Portsmouth and Southsea, ease access 
and to provide improved alignments with 
signifi cant elements. 
Where ever possible routes from the city 
are taken on direct alignment to the sea 
front, offering clear and expanding views 
on approaching the frontage.  
The proposed Clarence Pier also 
provides a landmark identifying the 
seafront from inland locations.
Whilst retaining the Naval Memorial 
on its existing navigational alignment, 
its relocation also now becomes more 
prominent from Western Parade and 
Nightingale Road, providing an urban 
signifi er.
A vista towards Southsea Castle is also 
opened up from the junction of Clarence 
Parade and Western Road. 
New public spaces are then created at 
major nodes and confluences, with a key 
public space developing adjacent to the 
Queens Hotel. 
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• The current policy to ‘hold the line’ should be reviewed 
to allow for the development of the most appropriate, high 
quality and best value coastal defences for Portsmouth with 
the public should offered a genuine choice from all available 
coastal design strategy scenarios, through consultation. 
• Economic and environmental impact assessments 
of any proposed sea defences should fully evaluate 
all approaches relating to fl ood cell 1, including these 
alternatives, and do so in a city wide context. 
• From the requirement for new sea defences a better sea 
front design should be developed that is appropriate to the 
city’s context and aims to enhance its assets and ecology.
• With roughly £86.28m being invested on fl ood cell 1, the 
design of new sea defences needs to be more thoroughly 
considered with the investment better deployed to maximise 
benefi ts.
• Further levering of investment should be explored and 
alternative scenarios studied for addressing the long term 
risks, opportunities and rewards.
Dike
Beach
Revetment
Cistern
Cistern
Indicative area the great 
morass, having SUDS rain 
water capture
Capture beneath car park
CISTERN
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BLUE-GREEN STRATEGY
Portsmouth has a dedicated Victorian 
sewer network which combines both 
rainwater and wastewater. Known as 
combined sewers these can have up 
to 25 times more water in them during 
storms than during dry weather. 
Climate change has increased the 
intensity of rainstorms which, along 
with projected rises in population, place 
pressure on this system. 
To provide for the future, it is proposed 
to supplement the existing system 
with new capacity by capturing surface 
water from intense rainfall storms in 
a Sustainable Urban Drainage system 
(SUDS), with excess water then stored 
in a cistern comprising a large diameter 
sewer pipe buried within the rear of the 
sea defence wall. 
This principle could also be extended 
elsewhere around Portsea Island, in a 
manner similar to the London ring main. 
The 370m long, 4m diameter pipe 
shown, would store 46m litres of clean 
water, and more than the existing storm 
water storage currently provided at Fort 
Cumberland.
In this particular location it could reduce 
surface water flooding risks in the area 
of the Great Morass, storing suffi ciently 
clean surface water for pumping directly 
into the Solent. It could also provide 
emergency pump storage backup for 
low lying ground, in event of any failure 
of the sea defences
Termed a ‘Blue/Green’ strategy, this 
could complementing the city’s future 
drainage management capacity, 
irrespective of the coastal sea defence 
typology otherwise adopted. 
Key plan. SUDS drainage + cistern
Sea Defence Sections with options for incorporating water storage cisterns in the sea defences.
The Queens Hotel
Holiday Inn
Clarence Pier 
Hotel
Southsea Castle 
quarter
SOUTHSEA
OLD TOWN
Conference 
Centre
Key plan. The Portsmouth conference centre 
is well located when sited below ground.
CONFERENCE FACILITIES
A new high quality conference centre 
located below ground in close proximity 
to both The Queens Hotel and the 
Holiday Inn and a new hotel proposed on 
Clarence Pier, would be well located for 
access to the historic town, Southsea, 
the Castle and the historic frontage.
Contemporary conferencing, 
performance and exhibitions are largely 
black box activities which may suitably 
be located beneath ground concealed 
beneath the common’s landscape, with 
public areas which could be illuminated 
from a light well, shown as a green 
oval in Southsea Common on the plan. 
Vehicular servicing is provided by the 
new underground car park.
A high quality conference centre here 
could signifi cantly enhance inward 
investment, delivering sustainable 
growth and do so without adverse 
impact on the landscape and amenity.
Bowling MOD Sports
Southsea 
Tennis Club
Volleyball
Children’s 
paddling
The swimming 
pool relocated
Clarence 
Pier
Naval 
Memorial
Childrens 
paddling
Ground 
Services
New 
provision
D Day 
Museum
Southsea 
Castle
Volleyball
Key plan. Showing proposed locations of 
new and existing buildings and enclosures, 
and relocations
Opportunities are opened up by the 
new underground garaging, because it 
relieves existing parking pressure. This 
allows relocation of the swimming pool 
(The Pyramids) on the site of the D Day 
Museum car park site, discretely within 
the battlement walls. A proposed new 
cultural facility on the existing volley ball 
site opposite is also identifi ed.
Well planned high quality buildings in 
these locations might create a much 
needed recreational, cultural and leisure 
quarter in proximity to the Castle and 
Museums, further enhancing the city’s 
identity. 
Tennis, volley ball, children’s paddling, 
golf and park servicing compound 
are shown dispersed within the 
new landscape to improve public 
permeability across the common, their 
individual site locations and access to 
the beach or parking,  The dikes , Ravelin 
and existing Battlements also contribute 
to improving shelter from the sea winds. 
Dispersal of activities also better allows 
for more flexible use of the landscape 
areas, for example for holding transient 
activities such as the Victorious Festival, 
the Americas Cup and Southsea 
show which can now be more easily 
accommodated in the newly designed 
landscape
Impression of the proposed Southsea common showing the Pyramids relocated on the D-Day 
museum car park. 
BUILDING AND ENCLOSURES ON SOUTHSEA COMMON
Locating the Portsmouth Naval Memorial on the ridge of the dike and forgathering 
the campaign memorials together into a considered landscape ensemble
Key plan. The Portsmouth Naval Memorial 
relocated on the dike providing a focus for re-
siting the campaign memorials
SITING THE HISTORIC MONUMENTS
It is proposed to reposition The 
Portsmouth War Memorial further 
inland on the new dike, along its 
existing navigational alignment. 
This offers better protection for the 
monument against salt water erosion, 
whilst increasing the its stature. 
Sea defence works require the 
relocation of the many other signifi cant 
listed Clarence esplanade memorials. 
Forgathering these, with the War 
Memorial into a considered landscape 
ensemble might offer a more powerful 
and evocative setting, improving their 
stature and strengthening their historic 
narrative. 
5 - ALTERNATIVE (2017)
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RYDE, GATEWAY TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT 1 - CONTEXT
existing town
ryde - summary analysis
KEY        Active Frontage
Ryde is a seaside town yet has a surprisingly detached 
relationship to the sea. There are few streets leading 
directly down to it, or facing seafront, with only the 
Esplanade having an active frontages towards the sea. 
A detritus of miscellaneous facilities and transport 
infrastructure, frequently severs direct water front 
connections.
The water side frontages are also set back with large 
poorly laid out and irregular hard landscaped promenades 
to the seafront. Other active frontages are largely disposed 
within the traffi c ring (3 below) with the most prosperous 
areas appearing towards the towns north west. 
The buildings surrounding the historic town core are 
1. Pier Head - Current Pier head is dominated by travel. 
 The large car park, train, and ferry port leaves very little 
 public space
2. Pier Neck – Priority given to Cars and Train with
  pedestrian constrained to small central path. 
3. Pier Base/Seafront - Large Disused development, 
 excessive car parking, Train tracks, hover port, bus, 
 and train station create cluttered seafront separating 
 town from beach. 
4. Marina - In wrong location and predominantly
 unusable. 
5. Roads - Duel carriage way dividing town and seafront.
6.  Population - Generally Ryde has  low rates of 
 employment, high levels of welfare, and an ageing 
 population.
7. Travel – Town dominated by priority given to car.
8. Flood - Risk of flooding in the valley and poor flood 
 infrastructure severs East and West Ryde, and 
 dissipates the town core.
7. Travel – Town dominated by priority given to car.
8. Flood - Poor flood infrastructure separating East and 
 West Ryde.
KEY  
Travel
Public/Cultural
Service/Industrial
Mixed Use (Commercial/Residential)
Residential
active frontages  building uses  
otherwise largely residential, with mixed development on 
the main commercial street, Union Street, starting on the 
Esplanade and extending up and to the south. 
The sea front has a scattering of public buildings 
Interspersed between transport infrastructure. 
Modern industrial buildings are mainly sited along the 
Monktonmead Brook valley, and between residential areas.
Much of the Monktonmead Brook flood plain remains 
undeveloped because of the fluvial (river) flood risk.
1868 - commencement of development of the railway from 
St John’s Station to the esplanade. 1871 the Theatre Royal 
is built at the top of Union street, as a theatre and a club, 
and the only one on the Isle of Wight. On May 19, 1961 a 
catastrophic fi re burnt down the theatre. 
1876  -the new railway pier, connecting the pier head and St 
Johns Station, through a tunnel under Monkton Street was 
commenced. 
1878 - the new esplanade from the sluice at Cornwall Street 
to the Eastern Borough boundary at Appley Slipway was 
approved and was completed together with the construction 
of the Canoe Lake, in 1880.
1880 - the third pier was opened, alongside the fi rst two, 
providing a direct steam railway link to the pier-head from St 
John’s Station. 
1895 - a concert pavilion was constructed at the pier-head. 
Over the next sixteen years the original wooden piles were 
replaced with cast iron.
ryde history
Summary elements of Ryde’s spatial form, 
driving future change, are: 
1. The oldest part of Ryde has an established 
rectilinear urban grid which is still largely present, 
though has been somewhat lost in the modern 
development of infrastructure. The proposed 
masterplan will reinforce and re-instate the street 
grid, improving connectivity and opening up 
vistas, with new access routes to the seafront 
and eastern parts of the town.
2
2. The haphazard seafront growth has been 
driven by expediency with recent additions of 
vehicle parking and low quality amenity shaping 
the frontage, without overall intent or clarity. 
These spaces are hard to navigate and the 
marina is particularly inappropriately located. 
The masterplan addresses these issues by 
stripping the seafront back and relocating 
services to more appropriate locations.
1 3 4 5
3. Ryde’s transport infrastructure is a key issue 
to be addressed. Analysis identifi es a bounding 
ring-way of roads that link to key areas of the 
town. This informs the pattern of travel in 
and out of the town, and highlights areas of 
flooding. A drainage system serving this ring-
way could reduce flooding loads and strain on 
the current system.
4. Usable public amenity space within the 
town is scarce. More amenity is proposed 
including along the seafront to improve the 
provision for people and provide sustainable 
places.
5. Flooding of the town is the main long-
term issue. The proposal seeks to create a 
resilient and robust flood defence system that 
safeguards the town from tidal and fluvial 
flooding.
addressing resilience & making a destination by
re-envisaging ryde, it’s frontage & beach
2 - PROPOSAL
Coastal erosion and drift 
has seen Rydes MLW line 
extending seaward, from 
increasing depositions of sand
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RYDE, GATEWAY TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT 
The seafront is de-cluttered by removing and relocating 
development north of the esplanade, and relocating the hover 
port west of the pier, to open up the town and esplanade to 
the beach. 
A new short length of pier, on axis with the high street, is 
proposed - to join the existing pier structure. In the landside 
cusp of the pier armatures a new town square is created 
forming a dynamic meeting point on arrival, and allowing 
public events and activities to be hosted. 
1. Pier Junction
2. New Pier Extension
3. Hover Port Slipway
4. Foot Bridge 
5. Hover terminal
6. Bus Station
7. Foot Path Along Dyke
8. Bus Stop
9. Town Square
10. Dyke buried beneath landscape & dunes
11. Shared surface Esplanade.
2 - PROPOSAL
theatre & new residential quarter beyond, to eastern frontage 
pier Ryde starts at the pier. as this is the primary point of access to the town and the Island.  This is still a fully functional pier 
that represents a key opportunity for transformative change 
and investment.  Creating opportunity for improvement and  
investment is seen as vital. The Pier can be logically divided 
into three key areas the, head (1) neck (2) and base (3). 
1. Pier Head - If travelling by ferry the Pier Head will be 
 the fi rst point of arrival, it is important to celebrate this 
 and create a memorable fi rst and last impression.
2. Pier Body – is a unique path of arrival, and an 
 opportunity to advertise the town to those not 
 intending to stay. 
3. Pier Base - is the knuckle joint between the pier and 
 town, it is also the junction between the two primary 
 axis of the town; the high street, and the sea front. 
On Southend-on-sea pier a new development by White 
Arkitekter + Sprunt examples how tourism has benefi ted 
signifi cantly.
Dyke-In-Dune Seafront. The proposed 
solution to the seafront strips back the 
existing Esplanade frontage. Demolition 
waste will be used in a 2.5 meter dyke 
running the frontage length to protect 
against anticipated tidal flooding and 
surge events, for 100 year protection.. 
The dike is covered by a soft dune 
landscaping, mainly using sand from 
Bembridge and the existing beach 
with dune flora. This soft engineering 
delivers a naturalised beach better 
connecting with the town. 
The dyke is designed in varying ways 
according to the location to allow 
different functions along the seafront. 
This allows an active street front 
hosting commercial activities (1), set 
back in other locations to offer direct 
beach access (2) and having spaces 
facing the sea for host activities 
temporary beach activities. The 
Esplanade becomes a shared surface 
shared and is provided with a drainage 
ring-way system beneath. 
Esplanade fronting pavement zones 
will be offered to existing occupiers, to 
increase public realm street activity, 
with planning conditions attached for 
restoration of the façades, in lieu.
The dike-in-dune system is a highly 
successful part of the Katwijk flood 
defence strategy (below).
4.5m
5.5m
7.5m
typology 1
typology 2
typology 3
dyke typologies
esplanade
esplanade
esplanade
The current railway rolling stock was originally designed for 
London Underground in 1938. It is now obsolete, because 
the narrow tunnel gauge precludes modern replacements. 
An island bus service now provides a complimentary service. 
Replacing the train with a tram system running over shared 
surfaces is proposed within the town. The rail cutting and 
tunnel will be overbuilt and a dedicated inter-town bus service 
integrated to serve the larger IoW towns. On the rail track 
route, connecting Ryde to Shanklin, a new cycle route is also 
proposed.
1. Tram line down Pier
2. Cycle route starting on pier
3. Tram and cycle routes along shared surface esplanade. 
4. Tram service through town grid. 
5. Cycle route out of town west.
6. Green cycle route out of town along former train track
1. Arrival – creating a memorable impression of 
 the Island, hosting the ferry, relocated marina 
 sailing boat facilities, and station for the new tram 
 service to replace the train. 
2. Pier – Better facilities for people, cars and trams are 
 provided by having a shared surfaces along the 
 pier length and across the new tram line. This  
 also provides opportunity for an array of ‘plug-on’ ‘pop
- up’ floating ‘meanwhile’ activities with access gained
 from along both sides of the pier (in the manner of
 moored house-boats). 
3. Way-Finding – Reorganising the foot of the pier 
 creates a new route on the high street axis and a 
 link bridge accessing the ridge of the dunes. The 
 layout provides a clearly legible connection to Ryde
  and the seafront, providing a new town square and
  transport interchange.  
4. Seafront – Sea defence infrastructure protects   
 against sea level rise. Along the seafront there
 will be a number of connections to link the town and
 beach through the dunes, as well as an array of
 commercial outlets set within the dunes.
5. Mixed use development – Investment for the town  
 regeneration is generated from development at 
 Canoe Lake, providing residential, mixed use and 
 commercial opportunities. 
6. Mixed use development – fluvial flooding 
 infrastructure is provided along Monktonmead
 Brook allowing expansion of the town and better 
 connection to existing outlying parts. 
7. Tram – tram route replacing train service, will run
 along primary town roads to reduce car dependence
8. Green Cycle Route – Cycle route and green-way along 
 former train line, connecting Ryde pier to the Bay.
9. Dedicated Bus – Dedicated inter-town bus routes.
masterplan
pier, town square & transport interchange
tram, bus & cycle transport
The river valley in this location is a flood risk, 
so a mitigation strategy is proposed allowing 
revitalisation of the valley and Canoe lake, and 
enabling the two sides of the town to be better 
connected. This keeps the town  core compact, 
creates a valley route following the river, 
and provides extensive opportunity for new 
residential quarters. 
1. Canoe Lake Mixed-Use Development
- is the knuckle joint between the seafront 
and the new development down the river. This 
development will draw people to the East of 
the town whilst creating new retails units to 
support the population within the East of Ryde. 
2. River Development – using the river 
as a feature, a  new housing development will 
connect the two sides of the town that are 
currently divided. The new travel  route will 
revitalise the river front and create more foot  
traffi c. 
densifi cation
seafront
2
3
1
ryde beach
ryde viewed from the sea
new town square & 
transport interchange 
model, looking north east
section through new town square, looking west
projected section, of ryde 
frontage & dyke 
landscape 
FOR DESCRIPTIONS REFER THE DETAIL REPORTS: - 
by Paul Moss, Ida Rorvick and Tadeusz Jasinski www.portsmouthisland.uk/ryde-gateway.html
For resilience offshore sand 
deposits are used in this 
proposal as a resource
NEWPORT, CAPITAL OF THE ISLE OF WIGHT 
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1 - CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS
• The Medina Way dual carriageway creates a division
• Too many car parks and redundant spaces
• Flooding affects the quay area
• Good bus connections, but congested roads
• Train connections old and run down
• Lack of ‘Mixed Use’ areas
• Young population, but lack of education and training
• Low level of academic achievement
• High level of unemployment
• Lack of access to affordable housing
• Lack of top market detached housing
• Town centre contains many listed buildings, restricting development
• Large potential for solar energy generation
• Area not dense, and lacking in height
• Lack of quality retail and leisure
??????????????????????????????????????
Refurbishment of Existing Warehouses
Riverside Restaurants
Apprenticeships/Training
Dredge River
Pedestrianise Town Centre
Park and Ride / Train Connection
Floating Homes and Production
Mixed Residential / Retail
Theatre / Cinema
Community Facilities
Riverfront
Landscaping and Parks
Residential
Mixed Residential / Commercial
A thorough and detailed site analysis was carried out prior to ???? ? commencement. The physical and environmental characteristics of 
the urban fabric were interrogated at Island level and for the Newport area in particular. Of equal importance was the investigation into 
the local residents and the social/political characteristics of the micro areas around Newport. These investigations informed the key areas 
of focus listed below.
? full?? site analysis booklet, titled ‘Newport Site Analysis’ ????????????? ?? .
The existing transport for the Isle of Wight is currently inadequate to support regeneration for the Isle of Wight. The Island currently has three 
vehicle ferry routes, three pedestrian ferry routes and a train line running from Ryde pier head to Shanklin. The existing transport to the 
island is currently expensive for residents and tourists to travel to and from the Island. The transport network on the Island is not accessible 
for all areas of the island and many residents rely on cars to travel around. 
Taking masterplan option 3 as the scheme to go forward the above diagram indicates how we would phase the
development. The focus is on income generation to allow social schemes to be funded by the initial commercial
developments. oule ard
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1
2
34
5
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Development Opportunities
Buildings Removed
Areas of Development
Newport Transport Solution
1. Residential Blocks
?? ??????????????
3. Community Centre
4. Funeral Home
5. Retail/Warehouse
6. Retail/Warehouse
The areas highlighted potential areas that could be 
developed. These areas are predominantly underused spaces 
such as car parks, grass verges and buildings of poor quality.
The buildings highlighted will be removed as part of the scheme. The 
Quay area is a prime area for develop and these buildings do not 
maximise the potential of the area.
To solve the transport issues the primary vision is for the railway
line connection to Ryde to be reinstated. In addition a park 
and ride stop will be added outside of the town centre. These 
??? ?? ??? ?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
transport and flood resilience strategy
newport quay - masterplan strategy connectivity
issues identifi ed development opportunities
showing buildings removed
ne rt tra sport solution
areas of development
changing the existing 
Medina Way A3020 
into a street with 
pavements
addressing flood 
resilience strategically 
with a barrage (3)
reims, champagne-ardennes, france
indicative section through proposed Medina Way
key issues and opportunities
tram, angers, francecardiff bay barrage
views along the 
medina
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2 - PROPOSAL
Proposed Site
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 5
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ????????
towns future expansion, spatial planning and inherits the need for resilience to climate change induced by sea level rises which already 
affect the area and the development of a mixed transportation scheme. All of the proposed individual location projects have enhanced 
the masterplan throughout the project by providing a greater insight into how the connections can be made from all sites. 
????????? ??????? ????? ?????????????????????? ???? ??? ??????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ?
connection between the cultural hub and boat industry through to the riverside homes development. The pedestrian bridge has also been 
altered since the previous masterplan to connect between the mixed use development and brewery.
???????????
??????????
???????????????????
????????????
??????
Linear Spacial expansion
??????????????????????????
Temporary resistance
Intermediate levels
River access parallel to the bank
Closable access Retaining sighlines 
??????????????????????????????????????
Terraces Broad riverbank steps
Linear 
spacial 
expansion
?????????
spacial 
expansion
Temporary  
resistance
Placing over 
???? ????
?????????
???????
North
Further north of the site towards the riverside homes the 
river water’s edge has been retained in its natural form 
in order to preserve the existing marshland, wildlife and 
public footpaths.
Boulevard
The dual carriageway which currently separates the 
north of Newport from the town centre has been 
adapted in the scheme to become a more ‘active’ 
route for pedestrians. Green spaces along the route 
have been proposed in order to create a much more 
friendly area.
Public Park
The proposed scheme incorporates a public park 
running from the proposed Cultural centre down to the 
riverside to provide a more open connection from the 
town centre to the riverside.
Marina
The harbour has been adapted to accommodate a 
marina for small leisure sailing boats located near the 
?????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ????
activity / foot fall to the existing harbour which in turn will 
?????????????????????????????????? ???? ? ????????????? ???
assets.
Pedestrian Bridge
A small pedestrian bridge will link the east of the river to 
west, again making connections around the town much 
easier providing a greater infrastructure and urban 
fabric.
Flood Areas
Extending
the space
Placing over
???? ????
?????????
Evading
???????
????????? ????
?????????
Piers and balconies
???????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ??????????????????????
and overhangs
?????????????????????????
????
????????????????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????? ????
Foreshores
Overhangs ??????????????????
???????
???????????????????????????? Moored ships
??????????????
???????
1:200 @ A1
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Site Plan
2
Proposed New Town Hall, elevation
plan
Waterfront housing
Existing Site
Waterfront housing
 REFER THE DETAIL REPORTS: - 
by Anthony Hoskins, Kristine Karlsen, Zoe Rees and Jeremy Watson www.portsmouthisland.uk/newport-quays.html
Lead UoP School of Architecture researchers; - Walter Menteth and Francis Graves with  Anthony Hoskins, Kristine Karlsen, Zoe Rees and Jeremy Watson
Process Spaces
Design Strategies
Process Space Limits
Flood Limits
Limits of river chanel development
Riverbed reinforcement
?? ??????????????? ??????????
?????????
?? ??????????????? ??????????
?????????
Horizontal spread
Marinas
pedestrian connections demolished buildings landscape and water connections proposed transport connections flood resilience design strategies
newport quay - before and after phasing strategy newport quay - fi nal masterplan
COWES, THE ISLE OF WIGHT CENTRE FOR UK YACHTING
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Areas with a list of 
streets at risk from 
flooding from future sea 
level rise in Cowes: -
-Queens Road
-Bath Road
-York Street
-Medina Road
-Artic Road
-Individual buildings and 
houses on the edge of the river
-Various Fields
current areas at risk of flood 
1 - CONTEXT ANALYSIS
building uses
Cowes, situated in the north of the Isle of 
Wight, is a town famous for it’s yachting 
tradition. This is particularly true once a 
year during the Cowes Regatta week in 
summer, involving a yacht race around the 
island. Businesses along the high street, 
which runs along the coast, take advantage 
of this influx of tourist trade during the 
summer months. However, during winter 
business is much slower.  The towns urban 
grain reflects its yachting legacy due to 
the numerous boat yards and marinas that 
open onto the waterfront. There is little 
provision for the public to walk along the 
waterfront, with only glimpses of the sea 
seen from the main high street, which runs 
like a ribbon along the coast. 
Buildings of Industrial and marine uses are 
most common along the waterfront, and 
some include car parking right next to the 
water. In the main, buildings are built right 
up to the coastline, meaning they are most 
at risk from flooding, particularly by the 
high street.
The active frontages of these buildings face 
the high street and not the water, leaving 
the backs of buildings facing the waterfront 
which is not ideal, leaving no space for the 
public to engage with the seafront.
There is a relatively dense amount of 
housing within Cowes, with mainly 2 or 3 
storey houses. 
Residential Boats/Marinas
Public Buildings
Transport Buildings
Mixed use
commercial/residential
Industrial/Commercial
The centre of the town runs along the water’s edge and 
it largely sits in flood zone 3, and flooding of the town 
is already a major issue. making it highly vulnerable to 
any future rise in sea level. when it is likely to suffer from 
increased flooding as climate crisis impacts take greater 
effect. 
Climate change is occurring much faster than was initially 
predicted, meaning if the high street is to be saved action 
must be taken sooner rather than later. 
Sea levels have been predicted to rise by 1m over the next 
100 years but this is increasingly regarded as a conservative 
fi gure and storm surges excacerbate the a real threat.
flooding in cowes high street - 1st jan. 2014
building uses
flood zone 3
a flood resilience strategy
masterplan principle proposed - 
for a flood resilience high street
existing high street - elevaton
sea level rise by 1m - elevation
solution -elevation
Raise the high street level by up to c.3m
use existing building edges to form sea de-
fence, and build additional floors
the new archaeology - section
New Floors above
- Retain previous scale and massing of high street with new 
additions, migrate uses into new use or as existing fi rst floor 
use
Existing fi rst fl oor / new ground fl oor
- Change in use to retail to serve high street, Re-furbish 
interior;  and re-design window and door openings
Existing ground fl oor / new basement
- Re-purpose for basement use + fi ll in window openings
topographical model of cowes waterfront
section
section
+ new level
basement
raised road
the ground plane and 
topography needs to be 
raised were its vulnerable
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FERRY ‘WATER-BUS’ 
AQUAPONICS
QUAY COMMUNITY SPACE
MARKET HALL
TRANSPORT HUB
TRAM SERVICE
BUS STOP
EXISTING BUS ROUTE
ADDITIONAL BUS ROUTE
BOAT TRANSPORT
HIGH STREET RAISED
BUILDINGS ELEVATED
FLOODING DEFENCE LINE
PUBLIC WATERFRONT 
SQUARE
UNIVERSITY/GREENHOUSES
TRAM STOP
MUSEUM
NEW ROAD
pedestrian route
elevating the high street
public squares
existing problem proposal
Buildings have 
additional floors added. The 
high street is raised level with the
 existing 1st floor (new ground floor). 
This solution creates a higher ground 
plane to mitigate flood risks.  
Mary King’s Close
During the 17th century, Edinburgh’s Old Town suffered major overcrowding. 
The city walls which had been built to protect its residents meant there was 
no space for it to expand outwards. 
So instead houses were packed in ever more tightly, and grew upwards to 
eight stories high. A web of narrow side streets called ‘closes’ led off the Royal 
Mile, which could be locked up at each end at night to keep the undesirables 
out. 
The 17th century city authorities were worried about losing trade to 
Edinburgh’s New Town, so they decided to build a grand new Royal Exchange. 
And they found the perfect spot opposite St Giles Cathedral. There was just 
one small problem – the streets of houses that were already there off Mary 
King’s close. 
But rather than knocking these houses down, they took the top floors off to a 
level and used the existing lower floors as the foundations for the new Royal 
Exchange. 
The houses pre-dating the Royal Exchange remain to this day beneath, and 
are open to the public
Cut away section model of Edinburgh’s Mary King’s Close showing how the 
new has been founded on the old retained city buildings
historic examples and references
The catacombs of Rome
Like Europe’s other ancient cities, Rome is perched on one vast 
archaeological site. The modern city literally sits on top of its predecessor 
cities, arching back into time almost three millennia. 
As each city took form, existing structures were collapsed or fi lled in with 
earth to form the foundation of the buildings of the next stage of the city’s 
evolution. Buildings rested on other buildings, roofs became foundations as 
each layer of the city was successively covered up, gradually morphing into 
the complex archaeological layer cake that is modern Rome. 
Over time the valleys in which much of Rome was built have accumulated 
a steady layer of debris—the product of erosion from the hills, the sediment 
left by periodic flooding of the river Tiber and the garbage that was the 
inevitable by-product of civilization, then and now.
The result is that the streets of ancient Rome are today buried under an 
average of 20 to 30 feet of debris. Beneath that debris lies ancient Rome, 
many of its streets still intact, its historic buildings fi lled
with earth providing the support of the newer buildings that now 
straddle them.
Roman catacombe 2017
cowes masterplan strategy
Masterplan Strategy Key Points
1. Raising the High Street
Sea level rise threatens many coastal towns 
around the world and the question is what 
is the best solution economically, socially, 
environmentally and architecturally for Cowes 
to deal with this issue. Recently, there has been 
some minor flooding within parts of the high 
street and the flooding will only increase over 
time. The chosen solution is to build on existing 
buildings and raise the level of the streets at 
the most vulnerable points. This creates a 
defensive line along the backs of the existing 
buildings, shown by the red line in the diagram 
on the left.
2. Increasing Connectivity
A proposed water taxi gives greater connection 
to Newport, freeing up the pressure on the 
roads. Furthermore, changes to bus routes 
and road design creates better links from the 
proposed university campus, in the Medina 
Village site, to the high street.
masterplan
edge of sea defence defi ned by existing high 
street structures (as permanent formwork)
ground surface raised 3m
Raising the High Street in 
vulnerable areas
3. A new educational institute / University
Demographically across the Isle of Wight, there is a net outflow of the 15-29 age group. 
Also concerning is that over a quarter of the population are aged 65 and over. Proposing 
a university for the island, situated in Cowes which has good connections to the 
mainland via Southampton, should in turn increase the number of skilled people moving 
to the island and encourage more to remain on the island. Economically, not only will 
this benefi t industries on the Isle of Wight, but it will also cause an influx of students to 
Cowes, increasing activity along the high street during term time.
saving the high street
from the impending future
images of a resilient cowes high street with proposed 
new development accreted above existing buildings 
along with a rooftop high level waterside promenade
where the 
ground plane 
is elevated so 
too are the 
buildings
